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Letj(x) be a real valued continuous function on [-1, 1] and let

Eif) = inf Ilf - p II,
PE1Tn

n = 0, 1,2... ,

where the norm is the maximum norm on [-1, 1] and 71'n denotes the set of all
polynomials with real coefficients of degree at most n. Bernstein ([1], p. 118)
proved that

(1)

if, and only if,j(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire function.
Let j(z) be an entire function, and let

M(r) = Mf(r) = max Ij(z)l;
Izl~r

then the order p, lower order A, type T and lower type W ofj(z) are defined by

1
. sup log log M(r) p1m -

r->oo inf log r - A

lim ~up log M(r) = T

r->oo Inf r" w

(0 ~ A ~ p ~ ex),

(0 ~ w ~ T ~ ex)
(2)

(For the definitions of T and w, we require that 0 < P < ex).

Bernstein ([1], p. 114) has shown that there exists a constant p > 0 such
that

(3)

is finite if, and only if,j(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire function of
order p and some finite type T.
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Recently, Varga ([8], Theorem 1) has proved that

. n log n
~~~ sup 10g[ljEn(f)] = p,
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(4)

where p is a nonnegative real number if, and only if, j(x) is the restriction to
[-1, 1] of an entire function of order p.

In Theorems 2 and 4, we extend the above results of Bernstein and Varga
to the lower order and lower type of an entire function. We also give a short
proof of Varga's theorem.

The above results suggest that the rate at which E~/n(f) tends to zero
depends on the order and type of the entire function! If an entire function is
either of order p = °or of order p = 00, then we cannot expect satisfactory
results similar to (3) and (4). We shall deal, in Section I, with the case p = 00

by assuming that there exists a positive integer k ): 2, for which

(5)

are finite and positive. Here we have used the familiar notation

lkx = log log ... (k times) x, (k = 1,2, 3,... ).

Note that lkx > °for all sufficiently large positive x. An entire functionj(z)
with p(k - 1) = 00 and p(k) < 00 is called an entire function of index k.
Thus, p(k) and A(k) extend the definitions of p and Ain (2), which correspond
to k = 1. If p(k) is positive and finite, we can, as usual, associate with it
functionals T(k,j) = T(k) and w(k,j) = w(k), defined by

1" sup IkM(r) T(k)
r~~ inf~ = w(k) . (6)

The object of Section I is to study the relationship of p(k) and T(k) with the
rate of growth of E~/n(f). Finally, we obtain the results of Bernstein and
Varga as special cases of Theorems 1 and 3.

In Section II, a classification is introduced for the class of all entire
functions of order p = 0, by means of the logarithmic order PI and the
corresponding logarithmic lower order Al . They are defined by

r sup log log M(r) PI
r~~ inf log log r = Al • (7)
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This leads to theorems analogous to those valid for p. If PI is larger than one
and finite, we can define the logarithmic type off, 'Tl , and the corresponding
lower type, WI by

lim sup log M(r) = 'TI

r-' cYJ inf (log r)ol WI
(8)

The main object of Section II is to investigate the relationship of the
logarithmic order PI and the corresponding logarithmic type 'TI with the
asymptotic behavior of E~/n(f).

We need, for our purpose, the following lemma

LEMMA 1. ([4], Theorems land 4(b». A necessary and sufficient condition
that f(z) = L: anzn be an entire function of index k, is that

lim sup 1 ~l~ I = p(k).
II-'cYJ og an

LEMMA 2A. ([7], Theorem lA) Let f(z) = L: anzn be an entire function
of index k. Then

LEMMA 2B. ([7], Theorem IB) Let f(z) = L: anzn be an entire function
of index k, such that I an-l/an I is nondecreasing for n > no . Then

lim inf 1 ~l~ I ~ A(k).
II-'cYJ og an

LEMMA 3. ([6], Theorems 2 and 5) A necessary and sufficient condition
that f (z) = L oo anzn be an entire function of index k, with p(k) > 0, is that

lim sup!!- Ian lo/n = 'T,
II->cYJ pe

and
lim SUP(lk_ln) I an lo(kl/n = T(k),
II->cYJ

k = 2,3,....

LEMMA 4A. ([7], Theorem) Let f(z) = L: anz'" be an entire function of
index k, with p(k) > O. Then

lim inf!!- I an lo/n ~ W,
11->00 pe

and
lim inf(lk_ln) I an lo(kl/n ~ w(k),
n->oo

k = 2,3,....
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LEMMA 4B. ([7]) Let f(z) = 2:: anzn be an entire function of index k,
with p(k) > 0, such that Ian-l/an I is nondecreasing for n > no. Then

lim inf!!.- I an Ip/n ~ w,
n->oo pe

and

lim inf(lk_In) I an IP(k)/n ~ w(k),
n->oo

k = 2,3,4,....

LEMMA 5. ([4], Theorems 1 and 3) A necessary and sufficient condition
that f(z) = 2:: anzn be an entire function offinite logarithmic order PI (which
is necessarily ~I), in that

r log n 1
n~~ sup log{l/n log II/an!} = PI - .

LEMMA 6A. ([4], Theorem 3A) Let f(z) = 2:: anzn be an entire function
offinite logarithmic lower order Al (necessarily ~1). Then

I" . f log n \ 1
n~~ III Iog{I/n log II/an I} ~ III - •

LEMMA 6B. ([4], Theorem 3B) Let f(z) = 2:: anzn be an entire function
offinite logarithmic lower order AI, such that I an-l/an I is nondecreasing for
n > no. Then

1· . f log n \ 1
1m III / /} ~ III - •

n->oo log{1 n log I 1 an I

LEMMA 7. ([5], Theorems 1, 2) A necessary and sufficient condition that
f(z) = 2:: anzn be an entire function of logarithmic order PI (l < PI < 00), is
that

lim sup {n/pl)"I - T

n->oo \ log II/an I IPI-I - I'

I PI - I

LEMMA 8A. «(5], Theorems lA and 2A) Let f(z) = :L: anzn be an entire
function of logarithmic order PI (l < PI < CfJ). Then

I " . f {n/Pl)"!
1m III I I 1/ I I ~ WI •

n->OO \ og an IPI
I PI - 1
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(9)

LEMMA 8B. ([5], Theorems lA and 2B) Let f(z) = L: anzn be an entire
function of logarithmic order PI (1 < PI < 00), such that I an-1lan I is non
decreasing for n > no . Then

l ' 'f {nlpIY!
1m 10 1 I II I 1 ~ WI •

n .... oo l og an I"!-

PI - 1 \

SECTION I

THEOREM 1. Let f (x) be a real valued continuous function on [-1, 1] and
let k be a positive integer. Then

. nlkn
!~ sup 11[1IEn(f)] = a

satisfies°< a < 00 if, and only if,f(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] ofan entire
function of index k, with p(k) = a.

Proof First, assume thatf(x) has an entire extentionf(z) of index Kwith°< a = p(k) < 00. Following Bernstein's original proof, we have ([2],
p. 78), for each n ~ 0,

E (f):< 2B(a)
11 "" an(u - 1) for every a > 1, (10)

where B(a) is the maximum of the absolute value of f(z) on Ea , and Ea

(a> 1) denotes the closed interior of the ellipse with foci at ±1, major
semi-axis a2 + 1/2a and minor semi-axis a2 - 1/2a. Then,

From this inclusion, it follows by definition that

(a
2

- 1) (a2 + 1)Mf~ ~B(a) ~Mf ~ for all a > 1. (11)

From this, one can verify easily, for k = 1, 2,00.,j = 0, 1,2,... , that

p(k,j) _ r sup Ik+jM(a) = lim ~up Ik+jB(a)
>"(k,j) - a~~ inf lma a.... oo mf lma

(12)
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The numbers p(k,j), A(k,j) defined by (12), satisfy

p(1, 1) pz p(k, 0) p(k)
A(l, 1) - Az ' A(k,O) - A(k)

p(2, 0) p
A(2,0) = A'

From (10), we have

where C = 2/a - 1. From (13), we obtain for each 'YJ > 0,

k~O Ek(f) a
k ~ ~oc~;a++'YJ)! a

k = CB(a + 'YJ) k~O ( a ~ 'YJ-t

~ CB(a + 'YJ)(a + 'YJ) .
'YJ

It is known ([8], (12) that
00

B(a) = Eo + 2a L Ekak,
k=O
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(13)

(14)

(15)

where E k is a nonincreasing sequence of real numbers. Consider the entire
function

00

H(a) = I Ekak.
k=O

We have, from (14) and (15),

B(a) ~ C'aH(a) ~ C"a(a + 'YJ) B(a + 'YJ),

(16)

(17)

where C', C" are some constants. From (12) and (17) we can verify that

p(k,j) _ r sup Ik+iB(a) _ r sup Ik+iH(a)
A(k,j) - ,,~~ inf li+la - ,,~~ inf li+la .

Applying Lemma 1 to H(a), we obtain the required result (9).

Remark. For k = 1, Theorem 1 gives Varga's result.

(18)

THEOREM 2A. Let f(x) be a real valued continuous function on [-1, 1]. If
f(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] ofan entire function of index k, then

!~~ inf 10g[D~:(f)] ~ A(k). (19)
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Proof From (12) and (18), we have

lim iof Ik+lH(u)jl1u = A.(k).
a->oo

Now, applying Lemma 2A to H(u), we have the required result.

THEOREM 2B. If f(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire function of
index k, and ifEn-1(f)jEn(f) is nondecreasingfor n > no, then

1~~ inf 10g[l~t(f)] ?: A.(k).

Proof From (12) and (18), we have

A.(k) = lim inf Ik+lH(u)f/lu.
a ....oo

Applying Lemma 2B to H(u), we have (20).

(20)

THEOREM 3. Letf(x) be a real valued continuous function on [-1, 1], and
let k be a positive integer. Then

lim sup nE~/n(f) = (p e T) 2-p and, if k> 1,
n->oo

(21)

are finite if, and only if,f(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] ofan entirefunction of
index k, with p(k) > 0 and T(k) finite.

Proof We have, from (11) and (17),

2-p(k) lim ~up IkM(u) = lim ~up IkB(u) = lim ~up IkH(u) . (22)
a ....oo lof up(k) a->OO lnf up(kl a->oo lnf up(k)

Applying Lemma 3 to H(u), we obtain (21).

Remark. For k = 1, we obtain Bernstein's result on the finiteness of (3).

THEOREM 4A. Letf(x) be a real valued continuous function on [-1, 1]. If
f(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] ofan entire function of index k, with p(k) > 0
and w(k) > 0, then

lim inf nE~/n(f) < 00
n->OO

and, if k > 1,
(23)
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Proof We have from (22),

lim inf IkH(a)/aP(k) = w(k) 2-p (kl.
a...00

Applying Lemma 4A to H(a), we have (23).
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THEOREM 4B. Let f(x) be a real valued continuous function on [-1,1].
Iff(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] ofan entirefunction ofindex k, with p(k) > 0
and w(k) > 0, and if£n-l(f)/£n(f) is nondecreasing for n > no , then

lim inf n£~/n(f) > - 00
n"'OO

and, if k > 1,
(24)

Proof This follows from (22), by applying Lemma 4B to H(a).

Second Proofof Varga's Theorem. A proof of this theorem can be carried
out exactly like that of Theorem 1 of Okamura ([3], p. 133), but with one
difference. In our proof, we use the inequality £n(f) an ~ CB(a) together
with (12), while Okamura uses the inequality Ian I rn ~ M(r) and the
definition of order of an entire function.

SECTION II

THEOREM 5. Let f(x) be a real valued continuous function on [-I, I]. Then

r logn
n~ sup log{(I/n) log[I/£n(f)]} = ex (25)

satisfies 0 :::;;; ex < 00 if, and only if,f(x) is the restriction to [-I, I] ofan entire
function oflogarithmic order PI = 1 + ex.

Proof We have, from (18),

PI = p(I, I) = lim sup 12H(a)/12a•
""'00

Applying Lemma 5 to H(a), we obtain (25).

THEOREM 6A. If f(x) is the restriction to [-I, I] of an entire function
oflogarithmic lower order AI' where Al is afinite number (necessarily ~I), then

(26)
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Proof We have, from (18),

REDDY

Applying Lemma 6A to H(a), we have the required result.

THEOREM 6B. Letf (x) be a real valued continuous function on [-1, 1], which
is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire function of logarithmic lower order
Az , Az ~ 1, and let En-I(f)/Eif) be nondecreasing for n > no. Then

(27)

Proof Applying Lemma 6B to H(a), we have the required result.

THEOREM 7. Let f(x) be a real valued continuous function on [-1, 1]. If
f(x) is the restriction to [-1,1] of an entire function of logarithmic order
pz > 1, with TZ ~ 0, then

isfinite.

Proof From (11) and (17), observing that 1 < pz < 00, we have

TZ r sup log M(a) r sup log B(a) r sup log H(a)
Wz = a~~ inf (log a)pI = a~~ inf (log a)pI = a~ inf (log a)pz .

Applying Lemma 7 to H(a), we have (28).

(28)

(29)

THEOREM 8. Let f(x) be a real valued continuous function on [-1,1]. If
f(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire function of logarithmic order
PZ > 1. With Wz > 0, then

1· . f {n/pz}"z
1m 10 { IE (f)/ I} -I < 00.n->oo - 1 n pz - PI

Proof We have from (29).

Applying Lemma 8A to H(a), we have the result.
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THEOREM 8B. Iff(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire function of
logarithmic order PI > 1 and of finite logarithmic lower type WI' such that
En - 1(f)/En(f) is nondecreasing for n > no , then

(30)

Proof We have, from (29),

WI = lim inflog H(a)/(log a)"l.
<1->00

Applying Lemma 8B to H(a), we obtain (30).

Added in proo}:- Lemmas stated here are slightly different from the original sources.
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